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Abstract
We prove that the generic framework for specifying and solving finite-horizon, monadic sequential
decision problems proposed in (Botta et al., 2017) is semantically correct. By semantically correct we
mean that, for a problem specification P and for any initial state x compatible withP, the verified opti-
mal policies obtained with the framework maximize the P-measure of the P-sums of the P-rewards
along all the possible trajectories rooted in x. In short, we prove that, given P, the verified computa-
tions encoded in the framework are the correct computations to do. The main theorem is formulated
as an equivalence between two value functions: the first lies at the core of dynamic programming as
originally formulated in (Bellman, 1957) and formalized by Botta et al. in Idris(Brady, 2017), and
the second is a specification. The equivalence requires the two value functions to be extensionally
equal. Further, we identify and discuss three requirements that measures of uncertainty have to fulfill
for the main theorem to hold. These turn out to be rather natural conditions that the expected-value
measure of stochastic uncertainty fulfills. The formal proof of the main theorem crucially relies on a
principle of preservation of extensional equality for functors. We formulate and prove the semantic
correctness of dynamic programming as an extension of the Botta et al. Idris framework. However,
the theory can easily be implemented in Coq or Agda.
1 Introduction
We present a semantic verification of the generic framework for specifying and solving
finite-horizon, monadic sequential decision problems (SDPs) by Botta et al. (2017) (sub-
sequently referred to as BJI-framework or simply framework). The BJI-framework is a
formalization of dynamic programming (Bellman, 1957) in the dependently-typed lan-
guage Idris (Brady, 2017). The verification is implemented as a framework extension and
the source code is provided as supplementary material.
Sequential decision problems.Dynamic programming is a method for solving SDPs.
These are at the core of many applications in economics, logistics, and computer science
and are, in principle, well understood (Bellman, 1957; Gnesi et al., 1981; De Moor, 1995,
1999). They appear, for example, in integrated assessment models in the context of climate
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science (PIK-RD3, 2013; Bauer et al., 2011), in models of international environmental
agreements (Finus et al., 2003; Helm, 2003; Bauer et al., 2011; Heitzig, 2012) and in
agent-based models of economic systems (Gintis, 2006, 2007; Mandel et al., 2009; Botta
et al., 2013).
In SDPs, a decision maker (or, in the language of control theory, a controller) seeks
to control the evolution of a system in time by selecting certain controls. The controls
typically depend on the current state of the system. In deterministic problems, selecting a
control in a given state determines a unique next state through a given transition function.
In these problems, a state-control pair also determines a unique reward through a reward
function and the decision problem consists of selecting controls that maximize the sum of
the rewards along the trajectory starting at a given initial state. The trajectory is obtained
by iterating the transition function. In time-discrete, finite-horizon SDPs, the number of
iterations is finite and the trajectories are just lists of state-control pairs, one pair for each
decision step.
Dynamic programming, value function. In solving SDPs with dynamic programming, a
central notion is that of a value function – and this notion is also central to the purpose
of the present paper. Different control theory textbooks (Bertsekas, 1995; Sutton & Barto,
2018; Puterman, 2014) adopt slightly different notations and present different notions of
value function for different classes of problems. For finite-horizon, deterministic problems,
these formulations essentially amount to
v([p0, p1 . . . pn] , x0) = r0(x0, y0, x1)⊕ v([p1 . . . pn] , x1)
with y0 = p0(x0), x1 = f0(x0, y0)
(1.1)
Here n is a natural number and n+ 1 is the number of decision steps of the problem. x0
represents an initial state. It is an element of a given set X0, the state space of the problem at
the first decision step: x0 ∈ X0. The first control y0 is an element ofY0(x0), the control space
of x0. As mentioned, the set of controls available to the decision maker in a given state typ-
ically depends on that state. The symbols f0 . . . fn and r0 . . . rn represent the transition
functions and the reward functions of the problem, respectively. In autonomous decision
processes f j = fk for every j, k ∈ [0 . . . n]. In general, however, the transition function and
the reward function can depend on the decision step. The p0 . . . pn are policies (or control
laws): pi prescribes which control to select in state xi. For i∈ [0 . . . n], fi(xi, yi) ∈ Xi+1 rep-
resents the “next” state obtained by selecting control yi in state xi. Similarly, ri(xi, yi, xi+1)
is the reward obtained when selecting control yi in state xi and obtaining xi+1 ∈ Xi+1.
Because the controls depend on the states, the transition and the reward functions are
dependently typed and thus (xi, yi) and (xi, yi, xi+1) in equation 1.1 are dependent tuples.
Often, the codomain of the reward function is a numerical type, sayV . This is also the type
of the values returned by the value function. V has to be equipped with a binary operation
⊕ that specifies how rewards are added up. It could be defined in terms of problem-specific
parameters, for instance, discount factors to give more weight to current rewards as com-
pared to future rewards. Finally, V also needs to be equipped with a total preorder 6 to
compare outcomes.
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The state spaces X0 . . . Xn+1, the control spaces Y0 . . .Yn, the transition functions
f0 . . . fn, the reward functions r0 . . . rn, the addition rule ⊕, the preorder 6 and the num-
ber of decisions steps n completely specify a decision problem. The problem consists of
finding policies p0 . . . pn that maximize v([p0 . . . pn] , x0) with respect to 6 for any initial
state x0 ∈ X0
1. These are called optimal policies and dynamic programming is a method
for efficiently computing optimal policies.
Semantic correctness of DP.We do not discuss dynamic programming in detail in this
paper but see (Bertsekas, 1995; Puterman, 2014) for mathematical introductions and sec-
tion 2 for a summary of dynamic programming for finite-horizon, monadic SDPs in the
BJI-framework. The focus of the present paper is on the semantic correctness of the
underlying value function.
Given a finite-horizon deterministic problem, a policy sequence ps= [p0 . . . pn] (opti-
mal or not) and an initial state x0 for that problem uniquely determine a sequence of states,
a sequence of controls and, therefore, a sequence of rewards. It then is easy to check by
inspection that v(ps, x0) does in fact compute the sum of the rewards obtained along the
trajectory starting in x0 when the policies [p0 . . . pn] are applied:
v([p0, p1 . . . pn] , x0) = r0(x0, y0, x1)⊕ · · · ⊕ rn(xn, yn, xn+1) (1.2)
Thus, for a deterministic problem and for an arbitrary initial state x0 for that problem, opti-
mal policy sequences are indeed policy sequences that maximize the sum of the rewards
along the trajectory starting in x0 – no further assumptions are required.
For finite-horizon non deterministic, stochastic and, more generally, monadic SDPs, the
situation is more complicated: a decision step for these problems yields an M-structure
of possible next states where M is a monad representing uncertainty generically (Moggi,
1989; Ionescu, 2009). For non-deterministic problems, M = List and fi(xi, yi) is a list of
possible next states. In monadic problems, uncertainty about possible next states directly
translates (via partial application of the reward function and through the functor underly-
ing M) to uncertainty on rewards: at any decision step we obtain a monadic structure of
possible next states and thus a monadic structure of possible next rewards.
This uncertainty on possible rewards has to be measured by a problem-specific uncer-
tainty measure. In control theory, the focus is often on stochastic problems and the
uncertaintymeasure is the expected valuemeasure. But other measures are conceivable: for
instance, the worst-case measure. The problem-specific measure then enters the definition
of the value function. The value function for monadic problems is a straightforward gener-
alization of equation 1.1 for deterministic problems. But its computational pattern encodes
a decision tree rather than a decision sequence: for monadic problems, it is not obvious
that, for a fixed problem P and for any initial state x0 compatible with P, the value function
computes the P-measure of the P-sums of the P-rewards along the possible trajectories
rooted in x0!
In section 3 we show that, in the monadic case, evaluating the value function for a pol-
icy sequence ps of length n at an initial state x0, requires a number of evaluations of the
1 In control theory, the term policy is sometimes used to denote the whole sequence of control laws, see
(Bertsekas, 1995). For consistency with (Botta et al., 2017), we will use the term policy and control law
interchangeably; we will use the term policy sequence to denote a sequence of policies or control laws.
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uncertainty measure meas that is exponential in n. In contrast, computing the measure of
the sums of the rewards along the possible trajectories starting in x0 under ps requires only
one evaluation of the measure function. This observation raises the question of whether
the two computations are equivalent or not: it would be disappointing, if monadic dynamic
programming yields optimal policies, but for a “wrong” value function. In section 4 we for-
mulate this question rigorously via formalization in Idris and prove that the BJI-framework
is semantically correct.
Main theorem, overview.We formulate the main theorem as an equivalence between two
value functions: the val function at the core of the BJI-framework’s verified implementation
of dynamic programming and a semantic specification expressed by a function val′. The
latter explicitly encodes the computation of the measure of the sums of the rewards along
the possible trajectories. We show that val and val′ are extensionally equal. In section 3,
we state three requirements that measures of uncertainty have to fulfill for the val-val′
theorem to hold. These turn out to be rather natural conditions that the expected-valuemea-
sure (as paradigmatic example) fulfills. But they entail some interesting and unexpected
consequences for other measures and we discuss them in section 5.
From a more algorithmic perspective, val can be seen as an efficient implementation
of the “obviously correct” specification encoded by val′. From this angle, the val-val′
theorem can be understood as a variant of thinning (see Bird & Gibbons, 2020, ch. 10),
generalized from List to a certain class of monads, and the three conditions on measures as
pre-conditions for the applicability of this generalized thinning.
Proving the val-val′ theorem and thus the semantic correctness of the BJI-framework,
crucially relies on a principle of preservation of extensional equality. We formulate the
principle in section 4 but refer the reader to (Botta et al., 2020) for more details. In the next
section, we discuss a simplified formulation of the BJI-framework. This formulation covers
all aspects of the original, more general theory which are relevant for the main theorem. It
explicitly requires the transition function to return non-emptyM-structures of next states.
This trades some generality for better understandability.
Conventions.Throughout the paper we use Idris as our host language (Brady, 2013,
2017). We assume some familiarity with Haskell-like syntax and notions like functor and
monad as used in functional programming. We silently consider types as logical state-
ments and programs as proofs, justified by the propositions-as-types correspondence (for
an accessible introduction see Wadler, 2015).
2 The BJI-framework for monadic dynamic programming
In this section we introduce the components of the Botta et al. generic framework for
finite-horizon, monadic SDPs that will be relevant for our subsequent development. The
formulation we present here is slightly simplified with respect to the original framework
(see remark at the end of this section).
The BJI-framework consists of two sets of components, both implemented in Idris
(Brady, 2017): problem specification components and problem solution components.
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Problem specification components.The first set are components for the specification of
decision problems. They are implemented as global forward declarations and consist of
• A monad M:
M : Type→ Type
M accounts for the uncertainties that affect the decision problem. The deterministic
case (no uncertainty) is recovered withM = Identity, the identity monad.
• The states, the controls and the transition function of the problem:
X : (t :N)→ Type
Y : (t :N)→ (x : X t)→ Type
next : (t :N)→ (x : X t)→ (y : Y t x)→M (X (S t))
X t represents the states at decision step t. It corresponds to the set Xt of the
introduction. Similarly, Y t and next t are the Idris counterparts of Yt and ft . Thus,
for x : X t, Y t x are the controls available to the decision maker at step t and in state
x and next is the transition function.
• The reward function and the uncertainty measure of the problem:
Val : Type
(⊕ ) : Val→ Val→ Val
zero : Val
(⊑ ) : Val→ Val→ Type
reward : (t :N)→ (x : X t)→ (y : Y t x)→ (x′ : X (S t))→ Val
meas :M Val→ Val
Val (V in the introduction) is the type of rewards; ⊕ specifies how rewards are added
up, zero is an element of Val, thus, Val is inhabited. zero may be an arbitrary refer-
ence value, but often is the neutral element of ⊕ . ⊑ is the total preorder mentioned
in the introduction. In many applications Val is a numerical type like Q with ⊑ the
canonical ordering on Q. The reward function defines the value r t x y x′ of taking
decision y in state x at decision step t and making a transition to x′ (rt(xt , yt , x
′
t+1) in
the introduction). Finally, meas specifies how the decision maker measures uncer-
tainty on rewards. The role of meas in dynamic programming has been discussed in
detail in (Ionescu, 2009) and (loc. cit.) , see also section 5.
Problem solution components.The second set of components of the framework consists
of a number of ancillary definitions and of two functions:
bi : (t :N)→ (n :N)→ PolicySeq t n
biLemma : (t :N)→ (n :N)→OptPolicySeq (bi t n)
The first function, bi for backwards induction, computes a sequence of policies for taking
n decision steps starting at step t for arbitrary natural numbers t and n. It is a generic imple-
mentation of dynamic programming (Bellman, 1957). The second function, biLemma,
guarantees that bi t n is an optimal policy sequence for arbitrary t and n. Both bi and
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biLemma are type checked to be total functions. Thus, together, bi and biLemma con-
stitute a verified, generic implementation of dynamic programming – see (loc. cit.) for full
details. The crucial observation for the present purpose is that the notion of optimality
relies on a formulation of equation 1.1 for generic, monadic sequential decision problems.
It is encoded by a Type-valued predicate OptPolicySeq (the curly brackets indicate that t
and n are implicit arguments):
OptPolicySeq :{t, n :N}→ PolicySeq t n→ Type
OptPolicySeq {t} {n} ps= (ps′ : PolicySeq t n)→ (x : X t)→ val ps′ x ⊑ val ps x
In words: a policy sequence ps for taking n decision steps starting from step t is optimal
if and only if val ps′ x ⊑ val ps x for every policy sequence ps′ of the same type and for
every initial state x : X t. As discussed in the introduction, policies are functions that map
states to controls and policy sequences are, literally, sequences of policies:
Policy : (t :N)→ Type
Policy t= (x : X t)→ Y t x
data PolicySeq : (t :N)→ (n :N)→ Typewhere
Nil :{t :N}→ PolicySeq t Z
(::) :{t, n :N}→ Policy t→ PolicySeq (S t) n→ PolicySeq t (S n)
In much the same way as lists, policy sequences can be either empty or consist of a policy
followed by a policy sequence. The function val in the definition of OptPolicySeq is:
val : {t, n :N}→ PolicySeq t n→ (x : X t)→ Val
val {t}Nil x= zero
val {t} (p :: ps) x= let y= p x in
letmx′ = next t x y in
meas (map (reward t x y
⊕
val ps)mx′)
where
⊕
is the helper function
(
⊕
) :{A : Type}→ (f , g : A→ Val)→ (A→ Val)
f
⊕
g= λa⇒ f a ⊕ g a
and map is the arrow part of the functor M (remember that M is a monad and thus also
a functor). Notice that for deterministic problems, M is the identity monad, next t x y
is a value, say x′, of type X (S t) and map (reward t x y
⊕
val ps) applied to x′ is just
reward t x y x′ ⊕ val ps x′. With meas= id, the definition of val becomes equivalent to
val : {t, n :N}→ PolicySeq t n→ (x : X t)→ Val
val {t}Nil x= zero
val {t} (p :: ps) x= let y= p x in
let x′ = next t x y in
reward t x y x′ ⊕ val ps x′
which is just an Idris implementation of the value function v from the introduction.
Therefore, it is not surprising that, for deterministic problems, val ps x is indeed the
(problem-specific) sum of the (problem-specific) rewards along the trajectory obtained by
starting at x andmaking n decision steps according to ps. As anticipated in the introduction,
the implementation of the value function for the general, monadic case is a straightforward
extension of the implementation for the deterministic case.
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Remark. In the full BJI-framework, the domain of policies is restricted to states that satisfy
a viability constraint. This makes the framework applicable to problems in which Y t x can
be empty for some x. But this generality comes at the cost of readability. Here, we have
described a slightly simplified formulation that instead requires the transition function to
return non-empty M-structures of next states, see nextNotEmpty in section 3. In typical
applications this is not a major restriction.
3 The ingredients of the semantic verification
The BJI-framework requires the forward declarations M, X, Y, Val, ⊕ , zero, ⊑ , reward
and meas to fulfill a number of conditions. In a nutshell,M is required to be equipped with
the canonical monad operations, ⊑ has to be a total preorder, ⊕ has to be monotonic w.r.t.
⊑ (a ⊑ b implies a+ c ⊑ b+ c for all a, b, c : Val) and meas has to fulfill a monotonicity
condition. We will come back to this condition in section 5.
More precisely,M is required to be a container monad but none of the standard monad
laws Bird (2014) is required for biLemma to hold. By contrast, here, we need M to be a
full-fledged monad. Specifically, we require that
• M is equipped with functor and monad operations:
map : {A, B : Type}→ (A→ B)→M A→M B
pure : {A : Type}→ A→M A
(>=) : {A, B : Type}→M A→ (A→M B)→M B
join : {A : Type}→M (M A)→M A
• M preserves extensionality equality, identity and composition of arrows:
mapPresEE : {A, B : Type}→ (f , g : A→ B)→ f
.
= g→map f
.
=map g
mapPresId : {A : Type}→map id
.
= id
mapPresComp : {A, B,C : Type}→ (f : A→ B)→ (g : B→C)→
map (g ◦ f )
.
=map g ◦map f
• pure and join are natural transformations, (see MacLane, 1978, I.4):
pureNatTrans : {A, B : Type}→ (f : A→ B)→map f ◦ pure
.
= pure ◦ f
joinNatTrans : {A, B : Type}→ (f : A→ B)→map f ◦ join
.
= join ◦map (map f )
and fulfill the neutrality and associativity axioms:
pureNeutralLeft : {A : Type}→ join ◦ pure
.
= id
pureNeutralRight : {A : Type}→ join ◦map pure
.
= id
joinAssoc : {A : Type}→ join ◦map join
.
= join ◦ join
Notice that the above specification of the monad operations is not minimal: (>=) is not
assumed to be defined in terms of join and map (or map and join via (>=) and pure).
Therefore (>=) (pronounced ”bind”), join and map have to fulfill:
bindJoinSpec : {A, B : Type}→ (ma :M A)→ (f : A→M B)→ (ma>= f ) = join (map f ma)
The equality in the axioms is extensional equality:
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(
.
=) : {A, B : Type}→ (f , g : A→ B)→ Type
(
.
=) {A} f g= (a : A)→ f a= g a
As Idris does not have function extensionality, this makes the assumptions weaker, and
thereby strengthens the semantic verification result. The BJI-framework also requiresM to
be equipped with type-level membership, with a universal quantifier and with
NotEmpty : {A : Type}→M A→ Type
Here, the monad operations are required to fulfill the container laws:
• TheM-structure obtained from lifting an element into the monad is not empty:
pureNotEmpty : {A : Type}→ (a : A)→NotEmpty (pure a)
• The monad’s map and bind preserve non-emptiness:
mapPresNotEmpty : {A, B : Type}→ (f : A→ B)→ (ma :M A)→
NotEmpty ma→NotEmpty (map f ma)
bindPresNotEmpty : {A, B : Type}→ (f : A→M B)→ (ma :M A)→
NotEmpty ma→ ((a : A)→NotEmpty (f a))→ NotEmpty (ma>= f )
Requirement on the transition function.As anticipated in the introduction, we require
the transition function to yield a non-emptyM-structure of next states:
nextNotEmpty : {t :N}→ (x : X t)→ (y : Y t x)→NotEmpty (next t x y)
Towards the main theorem, measure requirements.We want to prove that, for any
monadic decision problem specified by M, X, Y, Val, ⊕ , zero, ⊑ , reward, meas, for any
number of decision steps n :N, initial step t :N and state x : X t, the backwards induction
bi t n yields a policy sequence that maximizes meas of the sum of the rewards along all
possible trajectories starting in x.
To this end, we need to formalize the computation of the sum of the rewards along all
possible trajectories starting in an initial state. We start by defining sequences of state-
control pairs
data StateCtrlSeq :(t, n :N)→ Typewhere
Last : {t :N}→ (x : X t)→ StateCtrlSeq t (S Z)
( ∗∗ ) : {t, n :N}→ Σ (X t) (Y t)→ StateCtrlSeq (S t) (S n)→ StateCtrlSeq t (S (S n))
and a function sumR that computes the sum of the rewards of a state-control sequence:
sumR :{t, n :N}→ StateCtrlSeq t n→ Val
sumR {t} (Last x) = zero
sumR {t} (MkSigma x y ∗ ∗ xys) = reward t x y (head xys) ⊕ sumR xys
where head ist the helper function
head :{t, n :N}→ StateCtrlSeq t (S n)→ X t
head (Last x) = x
head (MkSigma x y ∗ ∗ xys) = x
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Next, we implement a function that computes all the trajectories obtained under a policy
sequence ps when starting in x:
trj : {t, n :N}→ (ps : PolicySeq t n)→ (x : X t)→M (StateCtrlSeq t (S n))
trj {t} Nil x= pure (Last x)
trj {t} (p :: ps) x= let y= p x in
letmx′ = next t x y in
map ((MkSigma x y) ∗ ∗ ) (mx′ >= trj ps)
With trj in place, we can compute the measure of the sum of the rewards along the
trajectories obtained under the policy sequence ps when starting in x:
val′ :{t, n :N}→ (ps : PolicySeq t n)→ (x : X t)→ Val
val′ ps=meas ◦map sumR ◦ trj ps
and formulate the question of the semantic consistency of the generic framework for
specifying and solving finite-horizon, monadic sequential decision problems rigorously:
valVal′Th : {t, n :N}→ (ps : PolicySeq t n)→ (x : X t)→ val ps x= val′ ps x
In words: is it the case that val ps x= val′ ps x for any number of decision steps n, initial
step t, initial state x : X t and policy sequence ps : PolicySeq t n ? Here, val is the value
function from section 2.
A closer look at val and val′ reveals two very different computational patterns: for a
policy sequence ps of length S n, val ps x directly evaluates meas on the M-structure of
rewards corresponding to the possible next states after one step. This entails n further
evaluations of meas for each possible next state and thus the total number of evaluations is
exponential in n.
By contrast, val′ ps x entails only one evaluation of meas, independently of the length
of ps. The computation, however, builds-up an intermediate M-structure of state-control
sequences with a number of elements that is exponential in n. The elements of this
M-structure, the state-control sequences, are then consumed by sumR and finally the
M-structure of rewards is reduced by meas.
For example, the term reward t x y x′ for an arbitrary x′ in next t x y, is “counted” only
once in val ps x. In val′ ps x, it is counted as many times as there are possible trajectories
rooted in x′. Thus, it is not “obviously clear” that val and val′ are extensionally equal.
Indeed, meas has to fulfill three conditions for this to be the case. These are:
• meas following map distributes over
⊕
:
measPlusSpec :{A : Type}→ (f : A→ Val)→ (g : A→ Val)→
meas ◦map (f
⊕
g)
.
= (meas ◦map f )
⊕
(meas ◦map g)
• meas after join is extensionally equal to meas after mapmeas:
measJoinSpec :meas ◦ join
.
=meas ◦map meas
• The measure of mapping const v on a non-emptyM-structure is v:
measConstSpec : {A : Type}→ (v : Val)→ (ma :M A)→NotEmpty ma→
(meas ◦map (const v))ma= v
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Readers familiar with the theory of monads, will recognize thatmeasJoinSpec is one of the
conditions (the second one being measPureLemma below) that an arrow α :M A→ A has
to fulfill for (A, α) to be an object of the Eilenberg-Moore category of monad algebras for
M. It ensures that meas – as structure map of an M-algebra on Val – is also an M-algebra
homomorphism.
Auxiliary results.The implementation of valval′Th relies on a few auxiliary results. The
proofs are almost straightforward and we only give some hints here. Implementations are
found in appendix 6.
• meas is a left-inverse of pure:
measPureLemma :meas ◦ pure
.
= id
follows from measConstSpec and from pure being a natural transformation.
• Mapping a constant function absorbs the mapping of other functions:
mapConstLemma : {A, B,C : Type}→ (c : C)→ (f : A→ B)→
map (const c)
.
=map (const c) ◦map f
is a direct consequence of map preserving composition.
• Mapping head on the trajectories starting in x is the same as mapping const x:
mapHeadLemma : {t, n :N}→ (ps : PolicySeq t n)→ (x : X t)→
map head (trj ps x) =map (const x) (trj ps x)
follows from the naturality of pure, from map preserving composition and from
mapConstLemma.
• The measure of mapping f ◦ head on the trajectories starting in x is f x:
measMapHeadLemma : {t, n :N}→ (ps : PolicySeq t n)→
(f : X t→ Val)→ (x : X t)→meas ◦map (f ◦ head) ◦ trj ps
.
= f
follows from map preserving composition, mapHeadLemma and measConstSpec.
• The trj function never produces an emptyM-structure of trajectories:
trjNotEmptyLemma : {t, n :N}→ (ps : PolicySeq t n)→ (x : X t)→NotEmpty (trj ps x)
follows from the requirement that the transition function yields non-empty monadic
values of next states and from map and bind preserving non-emptiness.
• The equivalence
measAlgLemma : {A, B : Type}→ (f : B→ Val)→ (g : A→M B)→
meas ◦map (meas ◦map f ◦ g)
.
=meas ◦map f ◦ join ◦map g
follows from join being a natural transformation and from measJoinSpec. Note that
actually nothing about this lemma is problem-specific and in appendix 6 we use a
more general lemma about monad algebras to prove measAlgLemma.
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4 Semantic verification of dynamic programming
In this section we show that val (section 2) and val′ (section 3) are extensionally equal
valVal′Th : {t, n :N}→ (ps : PolicySeq t n)→ (x : X t)→ val ps x= val′ ps x
by induction on ps. To get a first intuition, let’s have a look at how the induction step would
look like in the deterministic case:
(val (p :: ps) x) ={ by definition of val }=
(r x′ ⊕ val ps x′) ={ by induction hypothesis }=
(r x′ ⊕ val′ ps x′) ={ by headLemma }=
(r (head (trj ps x′)) ⊕ val′ ps x′) ={ by definition of sumR }=
(sumR ((MkSigma x y) ∗ ∗ trj ps x′)) ={ by definition of val′ }=
(val′ (p :: ps) x) QED
where y := p x, x′ := next t x y and r := reward t x y. In the proof sketch, we have first
applied the definition of val and the induction hypothesis and then exploited the fact that the
head of any trajectory starting in x is just x. The rest of the proof only relies on definitional
equalities.
In deriving a proof for the general, monadic case, we use the same strategy. This time,
however, we cannot rely on M being the identity monad. Instead, we leverage on the
generic definitions of val and val′ and on the requirements on M and on meas put forward
in section 3.
A machine-checked proof is given in appendix 6. In the rest of this section, we discuss
a semi-formal proof following the proof sketch for the deterministic case.
Let t, n :N, ps : PolicySeq t n. We prove valVal′Th by induction on ps.
Base case.We use measPureLemma and the fact that pure is a natural transformation.
Then for all x : X t:
(val Nil x) ={ by definition of val }=
(zero) ={ by measPureLemma }=
(meas (pure zero)) ={ by definition of sumR }=
(meas (pure (sumR (Last x)))) ={ by pureNatTrans }=
(meas (map sumR (pure (Last x)))) ={ by definition of trj }=
(meas (map sumR (trj Nil x))) ={ by definition of val′ }=
(val′ Nil x) QED
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Step case.The induction hypothesis (IH) is: for all x : X t, val ps x= val′ ps x. We have
to show that IH implies: for all p : Policy t and x : X t, val (p :: ps) x= val′ (p :: ps) x. We
proceed by equational reasoning from val to val′ under two assumptions:
LeftProof : {t, n :N}→ (ps : PolicySeq t n)→ (f : X t→ Val)→
meas ◦map (f ◦ head) ◦ (>=trj ps)
.
=meas ◦map f
RightProof : {t, n :N}→ (ps : PolicySeq t n)→ (mx :M (X t))→
meas (map (val′ ps)mx) =meas (map sumR (mx>= trj ps))
We defer the proofs of LeftProof and RightProof to the end of this section and proceed as
in the deterministic case. In the following, let y := p x, mx′ := next t x y, r := reward t x y,
trjps := trj ps, mx′trjps :=mx′ >= trjps, rh := r ◦ head, consxy := ((MkSigma x y) ∗ ∗ ).
val (p :: ps) x ={ by definition of val }=
meas (map (r
⊕
val ps)mx′) ={ by measPlusSpec }=
meas (map r mx′) ⊕ meas ( map (val ps)mx′ ) ={ by mapPresEE with IH }=
meas (map r mx′) ⊕meas (map (val′ ps)mx′) ={ by LeftProof }=
meas (map rh mx′trjps)⊕ meas (map (val′ ps)mx′) ={ by RightProof }=
meas (map rh mx′trjps) ⊕ meas (map sumRmx′trjps) ={ by measPlusSpec }=
meas ( map (rh
⊕
sumR)mx′trjps ) ={ by definition of sumR }=
meas ( map ((sumR ◦ consxy)
⊕
sumR)mx′trjps ) ={ by mapPresComp }=
meas (map sumR (map consxy mx′trjps)) ={ by definition of trj, val′ }=
val′ (p :: ps) x
As in the deterministic case, we first transform val (p :: ps) x and val′ (p :: ps) x into sums.
For this, we rely on functors preserving arrow composition and on meas to distribute over
(⊕ ) that is, measPlusSpec. Next, we apply the induction hypothesis to the right-hand side
of the sum obtained by splitting val (p :: ps) x withmeasPlusSpec. This step crucially relies
on map preserving extensional equality, mapPresEE .
From here on, the sub-proofs LeftProof and RightProof take care of the terms on the
two sides of ⊕ . The left side is more interesting as this is where the interaction between
the head function and the monadic structure of trajectories is introduced or eliminated,
depending on the direction in which we read the equalities. The RightProof sub-proof has
to deal with the definition of val′ and with a complication introduced by the presence of
the monadic structure: the term manipulations again require the use of the property of map
to preserve extensional equality.
It remains to show LeftProof and RightProof .
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With mMHL :=measMapHeadLemma:
LeftProof : For all t, n :N, ps : PolicySeq t n, f : X t→ Val, mx :M (X t),
meas (map f mx) ={ by mapPresEE withmMHL }=
(meas ◦map (meas ◦map (f ◦ head) ◦ trj ps))mx ={ by measAlgLemma }=
meas ◦map (f ◦ head)◦ join ◦map (trj ps))mx ) ={ by bindJoinSpec }=
(meas ◦map (f ◦ head)) (mx>= trj ps)
RightProof : For all t, n :N, ps : PolicySeq t n, mx :M (X t),
meas ( map (val′ ps)mx ) ={ by mapPresEE with (λ ⇒ Refl) }=
meas ( map (meas ◦map sumR ◦ trj ps)mx ) ={ by measAlgLemma }=
meas (map sumR ( join (map (trj ps)mx) )) ={ by bindJoinSpec }=
meas (map sumR (mx>= trps))
This concludes the proof of valval′Th. QED
In the next section we discuss the implications of measPlusSpec, measJoinSpec and
measConstSpec on measures. As we have just seen, these requirements are crucial for the
semantic verification of dynamic programming. We also address the question whether the
requirements are mutually independent.
5 Discussion
We have seen in the last section that, for val to be equivalent to val′, the monad M has to
satisfy the monad laws and that its functorialmap has to preserve extensional equality.
This is the case for M = Identity (no uncertainty), M = List (non-deterministic uncer-
tainty) and for the finite probability distributions (stochastic uncertainty, M = Prob)
discussed in (Botta et al., 2017). For M = List, for instance, the proof of mapPresEE
amounts to:
mapPresEE : {A, B : Type}→ (f , g : A→ B)→ f
.
= g→map f
.
=map g
mapPresEE f g p Nil = Refl
mapPresEE f g p (a :: as) =
(map f (a :: as)) ={Refl }=
(f a ::map f as) ={ cong {f = λx⇒ x ::map f as} (p a) }=
(g a ::map f as) ={ cong (mapPresEE f g p as) }=
(g a ::map g as) ={Refl }=
(map g (a :: as))QED
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We have also seen that, for val to be equivalent to val′, the measure meas has to satisfy
measPlusSpec, measJoinSpec and measConstSpec. The BJI-framework already requires
measures to fulfill a monotonicity condition:
measMon : {A : Type}→ (f , g : A→ Val)→ ((a : A)→ (f a) ⊑ (g a))→
(ma :M A)→meas (map f ma) ⊑ meas (map g ma)
and Botta et al. show that the arithmetic average (for M = List), the worst-case measure
(for M = List and for M= Prob) and the expected value measure (for M = Prob) all ful-
fill measMon. Thus, a natural question is whether these measures also fulfill the three
additional requirements.
Expected value measure.Most applications of dynamic programming aggregate possi-
ble rewards with the expected value measure. In a nutshell, for a numerical type Q, the
expected value of a probability distribution on Q is
expVal :{numQ :NumQ}→ Prob Q→Q
expVal spq= sum [q ∗ prob spq q | q← supp spq ]
where prob and supp are generic functions that encode the notion of probability and of
support associated with a finite probability distribution:
prob :{A : Type}→ Prob A→ A→Q
supp :{A : Type}→ Prob A→ List A
For spa and a of suitable types, prob spa a represents the probability of a according to spa.
Similarly, supp spa returns a list of those values whose probability is not zero in spa. The
probability function prob has to fulfill the axioms of probability theory. In particular,
sum [prob spa a | a← supp spa ] = 1
This condition implies that probability distributions cannot be empty, a precondition of
measConstSpec. Putting forward minimal specifications for prob and supp is not com-
pletely trivial but if the (+) operation associated with Q is commutative and associative, if
(∗) distributes over (+) and if the map and join associated with Prob – for f , a, b, spa and
spspa of suitable types – fulfill the conservation law
prob (map f spa) b= sum [prob spa a | a← spa, f a b]
and the total probability law
prob (join spspa) a= sum [prob spa a ∗ prob spspa spa | spa← spspa ]
then the expected value measure fulfillsmeasPlusSpec,measJoinSpec andmeasConstSpec.
This is not surprising: everybody applies dynamic programming by taking the expected
values of possible rewards as a measure!
Average, worst-case measures.Perhaps more surprising, for non-deterministic uncer-
tainty, using the standard monad structure on List, the plain arithmetic average does not
fulfill measJoinSpec:
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average (join [ [1], [2, 3] ]) = average [1, 2, 3] = 2
average (map average [ [1], [2, 3] ]) = average [1, 2.5 ] = 1.75
As mentioned, the average and the plain arithmetic sum do fulfill the monotonicity condi-
tion measMon from the original framework. This shows that measJoinSpec is a genuinely
new requirement that forbids the application of monadic dynamic programming to non-
deterministic problems with M = List, join= concat and standard measures. However,
the arithmetic average can be used as measure, if List is endowed with another monad
structure, corresponding to a probability monad for uniform distributions.
What about the worst case measure? In many important applications in climate impact
research but also in portfolio management and sports, decisions are taken as to minimize
the consequences of worst case outcomes.
In these applications, the worst case measure – pick up the worst reward according to
(⊑ ) out of a list of possible rewards or out of a probability distribution of rewards – is a
meaningful choice.
It is easy to see that, unless the operator for adding rewards ⊕ satisfies a consistency
condition, the worst case measure does not fulfill the new requirementmeasPlusSpec.
For example, consider Val=N and meas=minList, for minList= foldr min 0. Then a
proof of measPlusSpec hinges on the following interchange principle:
minInterchange :(v, v′,w,w′ :N)→ ((v ⊕ w) ‘min‘ (v′ ⊕ w′)) = ((v ⊕ v′) ‘min‘ (w ⊕ w′))
This is false, if we choose (⊕) = (+), but if we define (⊕) =min, then it is provable from
associativity and commutativity of min. More generally, with M = List, measPlusSpec
holds with (⊕) = (⊙) for measures of the form foldr (⊙) b where b : Val is a neutral
element for ⊙ and ⊙ an associative and commutative operator on Val.
Independence of the requirements on measures.Another interesting question is whether
the requirements (i)-(iii) on measures are mutually independent. To address this question,
we discuss three examples of measures: one that fulfills all requirements butmeasPlusSpec,
a second example that fulfills all requirements butmeasJoinSpec and a third one that fulfills
measPlusSpec and measJoinSpec but not measConstSpec. The formal proofs can be found
in the supplement to this paper. In the following, let M = List.
E1: Consider andList= foldr (∧) True. Then for meas= andList, Val=B and
(⊕) = (∨), measPlusSpec fails with f = id, g=¬ and [False, True ]:
andList (map (id
⊕
¬) [False, True]) =
(False ∨ True) ∧ (True ∨ False) = True
andList (map id [False, True]) ⊕ andList (map¬ [False, True]) =
(False ∧ True) ∨ (True ∧ False) = False
By contrast, measJoinSpec and measConstSpec hold as (∧) is associative and
idempotent and True is its left and right neutral.
E2: With Val=N and (⊕ ) = (+), consider meas= sndList where
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sndList : ListN→N
sndList [ ] = 0
sndList [n] = n
sndList ( :: (n :: )) = n
Then measJoinSpec is not fulfilled with counter-example [ [1 ], [2, 3 ] ]:
sndList (join [ [1], [2, 3] ]) = sndList [1, 2, 3] = 2
sndList (map sndList [ [1], [2, 3] ]) = sndList [1, 3] = 3
By contrast, measPlusSpec and measConstSpec hold.
E3: With Val=N and meas= const 0, measConstSpec is not provable as it would
require that 0= n for arbitrary n :N. The other two requirements are fulfilled.
This demonstrates the independence of the three requirements on meas and completes the
discussion of the requirements for the main result derived in section 4.
6 Conclusion
We have shown that the value function val at the core of dynamic programming (Bellman,
1957) fulfills a semantic specification. The specification is encoded through another value
function val′ and the main result of section 4 shows that the two functions are extension-
ally equal. This establishes the semantic correctness of the verified Botta et al. framework
and of dynamic programming as a methodology for computing optimal policy sequences
for SDPs (Bertsekas, 1995; Puterman, 2014) by exploiting the tree-like structure of the
underlying decision problem.
In proving our main theorem, we have identified three requirements that measure func-
tions have to fulfill. This also is a novel result: to the best of our knowledge, the semantic
correctness of dynamic programming so far had not been established formally and the con-
ditions on measure functions not stated explicitly. In section 5, we have shown that these
three requirements are mutually independent and that they have non-trivial consequences
on the measures that can actually be applied in dynamic programming. Investigating the
relationship between the new requirements on measure functions and the thinning laws for-
mulated in (Bird & Gibbons, 2020) goes beyond the scope of this work but is an interesting
topic for future research.
We have derived our main result in the dependently typed language Idris but both the
original framework and the formal proofs can be translated to other implementations of
Martin-Lo¨f type theory like Agda or Coq. The sources of this document have been written
in literal Idris and are available at (Brede & Botta, 2020). We also provide the bare code as
supplementary material. All source files can be type checked with Idris version 1.3.2.
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Appendix 1: Remarks
• Idris’ type checker often struggles with dependencies in implicit arguments. We
use sometimes use typed abbreviations to avoid cluttering the proofs with implicit
arguments.
• As a standard, we write (f ◦ g ◦ h) x instead of f (g (h x)). When this is a problem
for the type checker, we use the second notation.
• Functions that are not defined explicitly are from the Idris standard library.
Examples are cong, void and concat.
Appendix 2: Main theorem
valVal′Th : {t, n :N}→ (ps : PolicySeq t n)→ (x : X t)→ val ps x= val′ ps x
valVal′Th Nil x=
(val Nil x) ={Refl }=
(zero) ={ sym (measPureLemma zero) }=
(meas (pure zero)) ={Refl }=
(meas (pure (sumR (Last x)))) ={ cong (sym (pureNatTrans sumR (Last x))) }=
(meas (map sumR (pure (Last x)))) ={Refl }=
(meas (map sumR (trj Nil x))) ={Refl }=
(val′ Nil x) QED
valVal′Th {t} {n= S m} (p :: ps) x=
let SCS : Type = StateCtrlSeq (S t) (S m) in
let SCS′ : Type = StateCtrlSeq t (S (S m)) in
let y : Y t x = p x in
letmx′ :M (X (S t)) = next t x y in
let r : (X (S t)→ Val) = reward t x y in
let trjps : (X (S t)→M SCS) = trj ps in
let consxy : (SCS→ SCS′) = ((MkSigma x y) ∗ ∗ ) in
letmx′trjps :M SCS = (mx′ >= trjps) in
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let rhead : (SCS→ Val) = (r ◦ head) in
letC : ((X (S t)→ Val)→ Val) = λk⇒ (meas ◦map k)mx′ in
letC′ : ((SCS→ Val)→ Val) = λk⇒ (meas ◦map k)mx′trjps in
let left : Val =meas (map r mx′) in
let left′ : Val =meas (map (r ◦ head) (mx′ >= trjps)) in
let right : Val =meas (map (val′ ps)mx′) in
let f1 = λmv⇒ left ⊕ meas mv in
let f2 = λv⇒ v ⊕ right in
let f3 = λv⇒ left′ ⊕ v in
letmpEEwIH = (mapPresEE (val ps) (val′ ps) (valVal′Th ps)mx′) in
(val (p :: ps) x) ={ Refl }=
(C (r
⊕
val ps)) ={measPlusSpec r (val ps)mx′ }=
(C r ⊕ C (val ps)) ={ cong {f = f1}mpEEwIH }=
(C r ⊕ C (val′ ps)) ={ cong {f = f2} (LeftProof ps r mx′) }=
(C′ (r ◦ head) ⊕ C (val′ ps)) ={ cong {f = f3} (RightProof ps mx′) }=
(C′ (r ◦ head) ⊕ C′ sumR) ={ sym (measPlusSpec rhead sumR mx′trjps) }=
(C′ ((r ◦ head)
⊕
sumR)) ={ Refl }=
(C′ (sumR ◦ consxy)) ={ cong (mapPresComp consxy sumR mx′trjps) }=
(meas (map sumR (map consxy mx′trjps))) ={ Refl }=
(meas (map sumR (trj (p :: ps) x))) ={ Refl }=
(val′ (p :: ps) x) QED
LeftProof : {t, n :N}→ (ps : PolicySeq t n)→ (f : X t→ Val)→
meas ◦map f
.
=meas ◦map (f ◦ head) ◦ (>=trj ps)
LeftProof {t} {n} ps f mx=
let SCS : Type = StateCtrlSeq t (S n) in
let trjps : (X t→M SCS) = trj ps in
letmapfh =map (f ◦ head) in
letmMHL =measMapHeadLemma ps f in
letmPEEmMHL=mapPresEE (meas ◦ (map (f ◦ head) ◦ (trj ps))) f mMHLmx in
letmeasAlg =measAlgLemma {B= SCS} (f ◦ head) trjps mx in
let bindJoin = bindJoinSpec {B= SCS} trjps mx in
let f1 = λa⇒ (meas ◦map (f ◦ head)) a in
let bindtrjps = λmx⇒ (>=) {B= SCS}mx trjps in
(meas (map f mx)) ={ cong (symmPEEmMHL) }=
((meas ◦map (meas ◦mapfh ◦ trjps))mx) ={measAlg }=
((meas ◦mapfh ◦ join {A= SCS} ◦map trjps)mx) ={ cong {f = f1} (sym bindJoin) }=
((meas ◦mapfh ◦ bindtrjps)mx) QED
RightProof : {t, n :N}→ (ps : PolicySeq t n)→ (mx :M (X t))→
meas (map (val′ ps)mx) =meas (map sumR (mx>= trj ps))
RightProof {t} {n} ps mx=
let trjps = trj ps in
let SCS = StateCtrlSeq t (S n) in
let cRefl = (\ ⇒ Refl) in
letmPEEcRefl=mapPresEE (val′ ps) (meas ◦map {A= SCS} sumR ◦ trjps) cRefl mx in
let bindJoin = bindJoinSpec {B= SCS} trjps mx in
let f1 = λmscs⇒meas (map sumRmscs) in
(meas (map (val′ ps)mx)) ={ cong mPEEcRefl }=
(meas (map (meas ◦map sumR ◦ trjps)mx)) ={measAlgLemma {B= SCS} sumR trjps mx }=
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(meas (map sumR (join (map trjps mx)))) ={ cong {f = f1} (sym bindJoin) }=
(meas (map sumR (mx>= trj ps))) QED
Appendix 3: Auxiliary results
mapConstLemma : {A, B,C : Type}→ (c : C)→ (f : A→ B)→
map (const c) ◦map f
.
=map (const c)
mapConstLemma c f ma=
(map (const c) (map f ma)) ={ sym (mapPresComp f (const c)ma) }=
(map ((const c) ◦ f )ma) ={Refl }=
(map (const c)ma) QED
measPureLemma :meas ◦ pure
.
= id
measPureLemma v=
(meas (pure v)) ={ cong (sym (pureNatTrans (const v) v)) }=
(meas (map (const v) (pure v))) ={measConstSpec {A= Val} v (pure v) (pureNotEmpty v) }=
(v) QED
mapHeadLemma :{t, n :N}→ (ps : PolicySeq t n)→ (x : X t)→
map head (trj ps x) =map (const x) (trj ps x)
mapHeadLemma {t} {n= Z}Nil x=
let SCS= StateCtrlSeq t (S Z) in
(map head (trj Nil x)) ={Refl }=
(map head (pure (Last x))) ={ pureNatTrans head (Last x) }=
(pure (head (Last x))) ={Refl }=
(pure x) ={ sym (pureNatTrans {A= SCS} (const x) (Last x)) }=
(map (const x) (pure (Last x))) ={Refl }=
(map (const x) (trj Nil x)) QED
mapHeadLemma {t} {n= S m} (p :: ps) x=
let y = p x in
let xy =MkSigma x y in
letmx′ = next t x y in
let xyss = (mx′ >= trj ps) in
let SCS = StateCtrlSeq t (S (S m)) in
letmPC=mapPresComp {B= SCS} in
letmCL =mapConstLemma {B= SCS} in
(map head (trj (p :: ps) x)) ={ Refl }=
(map head (map {B= SCS} (xy ∗ ∗ ) xyss)) ={ sym (mPC (xy ∗ ∗ ) head xyss) }=
(map (head ◦ (xy ∗ ∗ )) xyss) ={ Refl }=
(map (const x) xyss) ={ sym (mCL x (xy ∗ ∗ ) xyss) }=
(map (const x) (map {B= SCS} (xy ∗ ∗ ) xyss)) ={ Refl }=
(map (const x) (trj (p :: ps) x)) QED
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measMapHeadLemma : {t, n :N}→ (ps : PolicySeq t n)→ (f : X t→ Val)→
meas ◦ (map (f ◦ head) ◦ trj ps)
.
= f
measMapHeadLemma {t} {n} ps f x=
let SCS = StateCtrlSeq t (S n) in
letmPC1=mapPresComp head f (trj ps x) in
let f1 = λmx⇒meas (map f mx) in
letmPC2=mapPresComp {A= SCS} (const x) f (trj ps x) in
letmCS =measConstSpec {A= SCS} (f x) (trj ps x) (trjNotEmptyLemma ps x) in
((meas ◦ (map (f ◦ head) ◦ (trj ps))) x) ={ Refl }=
(meas (map (f ◦ head) (trj ps x))) ={ cong mPC1 }=
(meas (map f (map head (trj ps x)))) ={ cong {f = f1} (mapHeadLemma ps x) }=
(meas (map f (map (const x) (trj ps x)))) ={ cong (symmPC2) }=
(meas (map (f ◦ (const x)) (trj ps x))) ={ Refl }=
(meas (map (const (f x)) (trj ps x))) ={mCS }=
(f x) QED
trjNotEmptyLemma : {t, n :N}→ (ps : PolicySeq t n)→ (x : X t)→NotEmpty (trj ps x)
trjNotEmptyLemma (Nil) x= pureNotEmpty (Last x)
trjNotEmptyLemma {t= t} {n= S n} (p :: ps) x=
let y = p x in
let trjps = trj ps in
let nxpx = next t x y in
let consxy = ((MkSigma x y) ∗ ∗ ) in
let nne = nextNotEmpty x y in
let netrjps= trjNotEmptyLemma ps in
let bne = bindPresNotEmpty trjps nxpx nne netrjps in
mapPresNotEmpty consxy (nxpx>= trjps) bne
algJoinSpec :{A : Type}→ (α :M A→ A)→ Type
algJoinSpec {A} α = (α ◦ join)
.
= (α ◦map α)
measJoinSpec : algJoinSpec meas
algLemma : {A, B,C : Type}→ (α :MC→ C)→ (ee : algJoinSpec α)→
(f : B→ C)→ (g : A→M B)→
(α ◦map (α ◦map f ◦ g))
.
= (α ◦map f ◦ join ◦map g)
algLemma {A} {B} {C} α ee f g ma=
((α ◦map (α ◦map f ◦ g))ma) ={ cong (mapPresComp g (α ◦map f )ma) }=
((α ◦map (α ◦map f ) ◦map g)ma) ={ cong (mapPresComp (map f ) α (map g ma)) }=
((α ◦map α ◦map (map f ) ◦map g)ma) ={ sym (ee (map (map f ) (map g ma))) }=
((α ◦ join ◦map (map f ) ◦map g)ma) ={ cong (sym (joinNatTrans f (map gma))) }=
((α ◦map f ◦ join ◦map g)ma) QED
measAlgLemma : {A, B : Type}→ (f : B→ Val)→ (g : A→M B)→
meas ◦map (meas ◦map f ◦ g)
.
=meas ◦map f ◦ join ◦map g
measAlgLemma {A} {B }= algLemma {A} {B} {C= Val}meas measJoinSpec
